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Cover Page: Lyndon, with Warren and his Pilatus Porter.
A joint venture with Lyndon providing the engineering and
pilot duties required to get this model into the air
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Presidents Report
Grant
Well Easter's come and gone
and for the most part the
weather was pretty favorable
for flying. Many of our members, those that
didn't head away for the weekend, got in some
good flights at the field. This has to go some
way to making up for us missing out on Easter
flying last year, with covid lockdown still
fresh in our memories.
If you haven't been to the field in recent weeks, the next time you head
out there you may be in for a surprise when you discover that the big old
tree by the toilet his disappeared. Well for the most part it has gone
excepting a rather sizeable stump. The tree's been looking a little sad for
some time and strong winds a few weeks ago finished it off, fortunately
not onto our toilet. It got turned into some welcome firewood and this
now leaves the field looking very open.
Our March monthly club flying
event was the clubs first
floatplane day of the year out at
Lake D.
The event had a good turnout
from club members, but
attendance was greatly bolstered
with folk from Auckland,
Hawkes Bay and New Plymouth
taking the numbers to a possible
record showing. For the most
part, the day went well with the
weather holding off from
turning yukky until the very late
afternoon. Our next floatplane
event is scheduled to be held at
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Lake Puketirini in Huntly on Sunday 23rd May, so mark that on your
calendar of things to attend.
Aprils themed Club day is set down as a Bi-Plane day. There’s plenty of
bi-planes in our club, so if the weather holds out it should be a good
showing. This is scheduled for Sunday 18th April.
Last months club night was a “bring
a project” night. The meeting was a
little light on models, so the
committee have decided we will
have another go for April. This time
we plan to set the room up a little
differently to allow for easier group
participation and to make things a
little less formal. There will still be
the usual video presentations and the
like, but we really hope that
members will bring along their latest
projects or parts thereof to talk about and discuss amongst each other.
Remember the thing that makes a club great… is “you”.
Elsewhere in the bulletin there will be a report on the Aerobatics event
held at our field a couple of weekends ago. This was the first time we
have hosted an open event at our club field in some time, and that is
mostly due to the 400ft height restriction currently in place. However,
with a temporary Notam allowing flying up to 1200ft for the aerobatics
event, this has proven there is the possibility of hosting similar events in
the future, and includes specific days for club flying. Watch this space
for further developments.
Finally, thanks Sel and the others that have helped keep the field in
shape in the last few weeks by filling in holes dug by rabbits, seeding
patches of dead grass and repairing general wear and tear due to the dry
weather. Unfortunately, peat ground does not support short grass in dry
weather! Good work chaps.
Well that’s my lot for the month. There are a lot of events on in the
wider local area, so keep an eye on the web calendar and maybe consider
attending some, even if only as a spectator.
Play safe and fly well
Grant.
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Message from the
treasurer:
Alan
Hi club members. I would like to thank
all the club members who have paid their
subs on time.
Subs have come in from 72 members.
I am still waiting on a further 10
members subs to come in. (We know who you are….Ed)
The club's bank account no is 03 0314 0215645-00.
Remember : Non club or non MFNZ members are not able to fly at any
sanctioned MFNZ field.
Alan
Treasurer
__________________________________________________________
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And from the Bulletin
Editor:
Dave
Anyone for Indoor flying this
winter ? Yeah, Nah ?
For those members who were present at last month’s club night you will
remember that someone brought up the idea of possibly doing some
Indoor flying here in Hamilton. And no it wasn’t me. However I got
hooked into it by Grant saying something along the lines of “you’re on
the committee Dave, look into it” or words to that effect.
So if you’re looking for an excuse to get away from your loved one for
the evening or simply tired of watching the same ol’ rubbish on TV,
maybe both, then carry on reading.

The TeRapa Sportsdrome
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The TeRapa Sportsdrome on Church Street is the equivalent length of
two basketball courts with a reasonably high ceiling. For those of you
that have attended the Nationals at Carterton, well lets just say it’s bigger
than their hall.
So the question arises:

Who is interested and what would you fly ?
As it would not be ideal to have Hanger Rats and helicopters flying
together for example time would have to be allocated for the various
categories.
And of course the more the merrier as this keeps the costs down.
So your mission, if you choose to accept it is get back to me at
chloecat@xtra.co.nz
and simply answer the above questions.
Based on the interest attained the committee will then decide whether to
proceed or not.
It’s as simple as that but don’t blame me if you end up watching repeats.

Hanger Rat
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Matamata Glider Aero Tow event:
March 26-28th
This was a new Glider Aero Tow event organised by “Glider Guider”
Bill DeRenzy who has recently moved from Tauranga to the Matamata
area. As luck would have it, across the road from Bill’s new house is a
goat farm where the animals are housed in sheds and the land is simply
mown for grass feed. What this means is a large area of mown grass
with few obstacles like fences and trees…ie: a near perfect flying site!

Bill approached his neighbour who remarkably agreed to running a trial
glider aero tow event from the farm, and what’s more he even offered to
mow the grass anywhere Bill wanted to place a runway. What a
champion bloke.
The event was scheduled for three days with a number of pilots turning
up on Friday afternoon and an even large group from around the north
island turning up for Saturday and Sunday.
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Unfortunately the weather only played ball on the Friday with some
good flights being had. The Saturday was pretty much a right off with
turbulent and very lumpy wind gusts rolling over the Kaimai Ranges
meaning there was little
desire to take on the
conditions. A couple of
Radians were thrown into
the sky, but seeing them
flap their wings like
Seagulls merely illustrated
the unfavourable conditions
even more! I’m not sure
what the Sunday brought,
but it likely wasn’t a whole lot better.
Anyway, hopefully Bill will be able to host another event at this
promising venue sometime in the near future and maybe the weather
Gods will be a little kinder next time.
Cheers Grant
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HMAC’s 2 I.C.
Reports on March’s World
Famous in New Zealand Float
Plane Day meeting
Time to fly off water for 2021.
The day dawned dull & spitting with
rain....aargh! However, on venturing out to the
lake the cars soon started rolling in despite the
dubious looking conditions. By 10 o’clock the shower stopped and we
were greeted wind almost dead calm but dull conditions. Let’s get into it
then!
It soon turned into one of the busiest float plane days in recent times
with visitors from Taranaki, Auckland, Hawkes Bay, Tauranga,
(probably some other places I don’t know about), plus of course all the
locals. Thanks to all the visitors for making this a special day.
There was lots of flying soon going on with the foam electric jobbies
taking centre stage in the morning. As they started running short of
charged batteries the IC models started becoming more predominate.
There was a lot of impressive flying with a number of new models
having their first outings. Some of the more recent foam electric’s
aircraft fly very nice. Although there was little wind Phil’s rescue boat
was getting a severe workout with lots of tipped over models all over the
place. As usual a huge shout out & thank you to Phil as the boat is
indispensable on any float plane day. (I should know!)
I cannot report too much of all the planes that were flying as there was a
lot going on while I was flying myself but mention must be made of our
beloved Patron Brad who after having a successful flight and landing
was encouraged to taxi back to the flight line. He then headed directly to
Wayne’s plane which was sitting dead in the water, went behind &
proceeded to cannibalise Wayne’s elevator with his propeller! This was
despite all & sundry yelling to stop! Minor damage but big laughs!
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Lyall discovered that painted Koverall is not very waterproof as his wing
filled completely with water after a nose over although there was not
nick in it anywhere. Something to note for the future.
So, it was a very successful day overall, many thanks to all that
participated and helped with the running. We look forward to the next
one on May 23rd. at Lake Puketirini at Huntly. See you there.
Gordon
I suppose I had better
mention
my
stupid
misdemeanour. While doing
some fast taxing “trials”
with some new floats I
managed to run (full throttle)
up the bum of the rescue
boat which was pulled up at
the bank .Hit and bent the
rescue pole on the boat
while the plane motor
ejected up the bank about 10
meters! Big red face!
(better go to specsavers)

This is what happens when you hit the rescue boat.
Boat 1 – Gordon 0
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This is also Gordon – but
he didn’t tell you about
this

For more float plane day action carry on reading till you get
to page 39
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Thames Blackfeet MAC RC Vintage and
Classical Contest and Rally
20 – 21 March 2021
Not a lot to write about this time unfortunately. Saturday started off a bit
on the chilly side and even though the sun was shining the wind seemed
to put everyone off. As a result no one was in a hurry to get moving, let
alone fly.
So for most of the morning there was a lot of talking to be had and only
a few hearty souls took to the skies. I was one of them and came to the
conclusion that this was a waste of time.
By early afternoon the wind hadn’t abated and no one was really keen
risking an aeroplane for what would have been a miserable flight
anyway.
A check of Sundays forecast indicated
similar conditions so the call was made
at that point to cancel the Sunday.
Thank you to Martin and Paul Evans for
hosting the event and to everyone who
made the effort to attend. Unfortunately
it just wasn’t to be.
If I’d known better I would have saved
on the petrol costs and invested in a few
Big Macs
Dave

Rex talking with Martin Evans
from Thames Blackfeet MAC
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Wayne and
partake in
morning tea
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Bernard
a little

HMAC’s 72nd Waikato Free Flight
Championships
Bernard Scott
For the 13th March Windy.com had predicted very light breezes in the
morning, building to 2m/second by mid-day then subsiding to calm by 3
pm. That was exactly what we had and the conditions were jus perfeck.
There were HMAC club fliers and visitors from Hawkes Bay, Auckland,
and Ashhurst. Amongst them there were two rare beasts - one a
newcomer to free flight, the other a flier of the feminine persuasion.
CAT / HLG saw Graham Lovejoy making the performance of the day,
clocking up five maxes from six flights to win - and come close to
equalling the NZ record.
1st
Graham Lovejoy
345
nd
2
Kevin Barnes
300
3rd
Karen Barnes
219
th
4
Rob Wallace
168
5th
Richard Fallas
158
Open Power was yet again taken by the Old Master, and rightly so.
1st
Rex Bain
503
nd
2
Kevin Barnes
459
3rd
Rex Anderson
273
Aggregate was included as a now for something different event.
Although it draws few takers, it so benefits the fitness of sedentary
aeromodellers it warrants continued inclusion. And, believe it or not,
there is more to aggregate than just finding an old model in a cupboard
and tossing it into the air. Do you fly high or low, fast /or slow, make
few long flights or many short ones, do you pause to use the inhaler? On
the day, the winner’s marathon fitness training won out over any strategy
other flyers could bring to the event, ending more than three minutes
ahead of the wheezing second place getter.
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1st
2nd
3rd

Bryce Gibson
Bernard Scott
Richard Fallas

894
691
302

E-36 is a newish event. You will have seen articles about it in Model
Fliers World so no explanation needed. This writer finds it a deceptively
easy event. Easy because models may be built from kits rather than from
scratch, the hardware is closely defined, and models trim out quickly.
The deceptive bits are finding an optimum combination of
battery/motor/propellor and building down to the very low minimum
weight. E-36 is an event that might appeal to the dyed-in-the-wool RC
flier who wants to dabble in FF without descending into the arcane
world of rubber motors, towlines, or messy engines. A couple of fullhouses at the Champs, but no fly-off as the Auckland flier had to scurry
home before the next lock-down.
1st= David Ackery
360
1st= Bernard Scott
360
3rd
Kevin Barnes
359
th
4
Rob Wallace
277
5th
Karen Barnes
268
Open Rubber designs were a mixed batch with designs from the
modern, nostalgia and vintage eras. Only David Ackery managed a
consistent performance.
1st
David Ackery
540
2nd
Bernard Scott
305
3rd
Bryce Gibson
180
Kiwi Power specifies a diesel engine of up to 1.5cc, but most
everything else is left to the builder so there is a lot of variation in
approach. Models can be as big or small, complicated or simple as
desired - another simple class that might satisfy an itch to dabble.
1st
Rob Wallace
162
nd
2
Bryce Gibson
119
3rd
Kevin Barnes
84
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David
E36

Ackery

–

Auckland,

Rex Bain – Open Power

Richard Fallas – Auckland,
Aggregate

Rob
Wallace
Hastings,
Catapult Glider
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Good Stuff to Buy

This kit is being re-advertised. Come on people, a fantastic project for
an enthusiastic builder, now is the time….Ed.

JERRY BATES USA Bearcat plans and short wood kit.
1/5 scale.
Came from the NZ distributor Avetek.
Cost NZ $620 +. I’m wanting $375 to a club member.
Jeremy Madley
021 289 4889
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This is what you will be building
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Aircraft I Dream About—the Christmas
Bullet
Bruce Pickering
If you thought that scams were a modern phenomenon, here’s a story
that may make you reconsider. William Whitney Christmas was born on
September 1, 1865 in North Carolina, USA. He trained as a medical
doctor and was a self proclaimed pioneer aviator. One writer describes
him as “One for whom the Hippocratic Oath appears to be more of a set
of loose suggestions than strict guidelines,” a comment that reveals the
kind of man he proved to be. Eventually quitting his medical practice he
devoted himself to aviation and aircraft design, not withstanding his lack
of any background in aeronautics.

Claiming that he had been building and flying aeroplanes as early as
1908, he maintained that after crashing his first aircraft into a tree he
burned it to prevent his design secrets from being stolen. However, in
1909 he did build and fly a biplane of his ‘own design,’ which he
patented, known as the Red Bird. After this success, the following year
he built Red Bird II and founded the Christmas Aeroplane Company.
This aircraft was representative of many of his later designs, with upper
wings featuring anhedral, and lower wings having dihedral. Notable
about the Red Bird was that it appears to be a copy of an aircraft built by
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another company named Aerial Experiment Association (AEA) that was
also called Red Bird! As one historian noted, “The eccentric Doctor
Christmas was not above employing the ideas of others.” It seems that he
had patented another company’s design!

An article in the August 1929 issue of Popular Mechanics contained
flattering tributes to Doctor Christmas as he claimed to be the first to
design ailerons (never heard of Richard Pearse) and propounded the idea
that wings should be flexible like a bird’s (never heard of aerolastic
flutter). He even expressed the idea that since a moving wing produces
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static electricity part of the lift of a bird’s wing is the result of its static
electric charge being repelled by the electrical field of the earth.
Contrary to all known data even back then, to support his notion that a
flexible wing would increase speed, he put a flexible edge on a wing of
one of his aircraft, “Before this,” boasted the Doctor, “that particular
plane had made 46 miles per hour. With the flexible edge on the wing it
made 72” (I wonder if that was in a vertical death dive). Apparently this
led him to make the most infamous of his designs, known as the
Christmas Bullet.

The Bullet was a sesqui-plane with a box like fuselage. He eschewed the
idea of struts, considering that they were unnecessary, claiming that the
wing should be able to move like a bird’s. Although the wings had no
bracing the tailplane did. The Bullet was one of the first aircraft to
employ ply fuselage covering, which would have reduced drag
significantly. Somehow he convinced the army to provide a Liberty Six
engine (a cut down version of the famous V12 Liberty), with the proviso
that it be used for ground tests only, requiring permission to use it in the
air. Predictably, the army was upset when he went ahead and attempted
flight with their expensive engine without notifying them, especially in
view of the result.
A New York newspaper of the time was gullible enough to announce:
“The Christmas Bullet has gone a long way toward what will be, of
course, the ideal airplane—a plane whose wings are like those of a bird,
flexible, movable and subject to the control of the pilot.”
An Indianapolis newspaper reported: “A new world’s record for speed
was made before Colonel Harmon and his staff. The Christmas Bullet
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made in excess of 170 miles an hour with the engine at three quarters
throttle. ‘The first motor we put in’ Doctor Christmas says, ‘was 160
horsepower. Later we changed to 200. With that we recorded a speed of
222 miles an hour. That still stands as a world’s record for speed per
weight per square foot of lifting surface per horsepower.’” An amazing
claim, especially when the official world speed record established two
years later in a Neuport was 171 mph. But wait, there’s more!
Towards the end of World War I he proposed a preposterous idea of
flying to Germany and kidnapping the Kaiser, which apparently captured
the attention of the military and resulted in obtaining a considerable
grant toward the development of the Bullet. Among many other
assertions Christmas claimed that he had hundreds of aeronautical
patents and that he was swamped by orders for Bullets from Europe.
None of these claims were true, but somehow he did get the US Army to
pay him generously for his flexible wing design, or so he said. When his
idea to kidnap the Kaiser came to nothing, he claimed to have received a
million-dollar offer to rebuild Germany's air forces. But what was the
truth behind this man described as “The greatest charlatan ever to see his
name associated with an airplane.”

Well, according to one commentator “The Christmas Bullet is a product
of a bygone age when a lone madman could get rich convincing a New
York senator, an established aerospace firm, and the U.S. military all at
once that he could develop the greatest aircraft the world had ever seen.”
He had no background in aviation, though to be fair neither did many of
the other aeronautical pioneers, and new ideas could not usually be
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balanced against existing knowledge. So the implausibility of his claims
may not have been very evident at the time. But his frequent grandiose
claims often did not have even the ring of truth. In the first decade of the
century, he asserted that he was working on an aircraft 200 feet long.
Another of his “designs” was to carry 75 passengers—remember this is
less than seven years after the very first flight of the Wrights.
In an article for the New York Times in December 1915, Christmas
claimed to have developed a new bomber, the largest ever built, manned
by a crew of 6 and powered by a 1600 horsepower engine (at a time
when the most powerful engines were typically producing 500-600 hp).
He added that European allies had already ordered 11 of them. Of course,
none of it was true, but he realized that he had to have something in
order to get rich so he convinced others with wealth to finance his
project—the Bullet—described as an “advanced reconnaissance and
super pursuit plane,” with such incredible performance that it could
penetrate German defences and capture the Kaiser. Somehow he
convinced the Continental Aircraft Corporation (CAC) to partner him in
this venture.
An unwilling participant in this was one of CAC’s employees, Vincent
Burnelli, who later developed the successful lifting body aircraft.
Burnelli strongly advised Christmas against the flexible wing concept, to
no avail. He said the wing as designed could have been “snapped...over
your knee.” Christmas covered the wing in a heavy fabric that did not
shrink properly even when coated with copious amounts of dope.
According to Burnelli, the wings were so heavy that they had to be
winched into place, and the tail assembly was too small for so heavy a
plane. When he discovered that Christmas and CAC were going fly the
aircraft, he resigned in protest.
The pilot chosen was Cuthbert Mills, an unemployed former pilot for the
US Mail Service who was down on his luck. Apparently quite proud that
he was the one chosen he invited his mother to watch the flight. One can
only imagine her horror as soon after take-off the Bullet’s wing snapped
off a few hundred feet in the air and her son plummeted to his death in
front of her. Remember, this first flight attained the speed of 170 mph
according to Christmas! Completely unrepentant, he covered up the
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incident somehow and claimed the first (only) flight was a resounding
success.
Not only did he keep Mill’s demise quiet, but a journalist friend of his
(JD Van Vilet) went on to write that the Bullet successfully completed
five test flights and that (now dead) Mills had landed safely and had
praised the aircraft’s handling qualities. Van Vilet continued to write
false stories, even five years after that fateful flight, claiming that the
Bullet was the first with a cantilever wing despite the German’s success
with the J1 monoplane three years before Mills even climbed into the
Bullet. Decades later, without rescinding his other false claims, Van
Vilet did admit that the aircraft had crashed, killing Mills, but blamed
pilot error and not the aircraft. Vincent Burnelli though, gave a very
different account, asserting that several pilots refused to fly the Bullet
before Mills agreed.
In spite of the cover up, Christmas was not deterred and proceeded with
prototype number two, but he still had a problem. The Bullet’s engine
was ruined in the crash. He did not tell the army of the crash, but
somehow managed to convince them to lend him a propeller and he
prepared the second Bullet for a static display at a New York air show,
with the claim that is was “the safest, easiest plane in the world.” An
article in Flight Magazine did comment on what appeared to be a “low
factor of safety” but reassured readers that “the designer claims a safety
factor of seven throughout.” It further falsely stated, doubtless on
Christmas’ word, that Britain and France had expressed interest in
sizeable purchases due to its tremendous speed. Cuthbert Mills’ untimely
death was never mentioned. A month later Christmas was ready to try
again, with the second prototype.
The pilot for this test flight was a veteran Air Force pilot named
Allington Jolly. Shortly after taking off, Jolly lost control, no doubt due
to wing flexing and/or flutter, and crashed into a barn, killing him
instantly. Incredibly, this incident was also covered up and shortly
thereafter Christmas was quoted in Vanity Fair promoting the Bullet’s
“flawless safety record.”
Even a scammer of low intelligence will realize that he can’t continue
forever. Despite getting away with it so far, two aircraft, both crashing
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early in their first flights and two deaths must have made Christmas
finally accept the futility of going on. Further production and testing of
the Bullet was halted even though he perversely continued trying to sell
the aircraft to the military.
In testimony before the House Select Committee on Expenditures in the
War Department Christmas claimed the Bullet dramatically
outperformed contemporary British and French aircraft. He insisted that
he had photographic evidence of several successful test flights, but
claimed that the negatives were hidden or destroyed by the government
as part of a malicious conspiracy against him. But that didn’t stop him
from charging the US Army $100,000 for his patented wing design!

He continued thereafter with his outrageous claims, including the
German offer of a million dollars to rebuild their air force. Following
World War II, he told the Air Force in a letter that his inventions had
"made the aviation industry what it is today." Somehow, his fraudulent
ways never lost him credibility and he ended up Vice President of the
General Development Corporation, a real estate company based in
Miami. Probably the most unbelievable part of this story is that
Christmas died at 94 a wealthy man, after misleading a US senator,
robbing an engine from the army, coercing a major aircraft corporation,
killing two men and cheating the government out of a large sum of
money, yet experiencing no ramifications whatever and living a life of
success and triumph.
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So, to the question: would the Christmas Bullet make a good model?
One article I read succinctly summed up the sorry episode this way: “He
designed the Christmas Bullet in 1918; the airplane had no wing struts
and crashed on its maiden flight, killing the pilot. He then built a second
aircraft with the same unstable design which also crashed on its maiden
flight, killing the pilot.” I think on principle I wouldn’t want to model an
aircraft developed by a man described as “the greatest charlatan ever to
see his name associated with an airplane.” It is truly a sorry chapter in
the development of aeroplanes.
__________________________________________________________
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Hamilton MAC Aerobatics Competition
By Frazer
Hamilton MAC was host to the first Aerobatic contest in Hamilton for around
10 years I’m guessing.
How was this possible ? Many committee meetings, lots of trials and
testing, a long halt due to Covid, some procrastination, and finally a
decision, followed by a magical thing known as a Notam.
Thats right … it was “All On, In the Tron”. And we had a fantastic day, with
a huge turnout of 20 pilots.

Hawkes Bay guys, Rob
Lockyer and Jayden.
Mike Shears was there
too
Guys from Auckland
came down (after their
passports checked on
the Bombay Hills of
course) and some of
them had brand new gum
boots on. Shiny ones
right out of the shop.
Wow look dad, cows !! I
rush over …. Yes, we have cows here in the Waikato, and you see those
ones with the red paint on the tails, well those are the creamers. The ones
with the blue paint on the tails, yep those ones are the skim milk etc. How
else can the Farmer tell which ones are which at milking time ?
The weather started off awesome. We started flying Clubman, and soon it
was into some Basic and Sportsman IMAC. Hot sunshine, cool breeze
down. Perfect flying weather.
With 20 pilots to get through, and only a single day to run the event, time
was going to be short.
The solution …. two flightlines !! Thats right … it was “big boys undies”
time.
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Rob Lockyer in his
element
We
had
enough
contestants/judges
to
make this work, and a
brain wave I’d had during
the week, meant we had
enough room at the site,
to setup up two lines at
just the right angles, that
they did not cross over.
However this meant one
line, facing south east,
directly into wind, and with the sun at your left shoulder, was soon
nicknamed the “Nice” line. Oh yes …. it really was nice flying there. The
other west facing line however, had sun glaring through clouds right at you,
and a direct 90 degree crosswind blowing out 10 to 15 knots !!! Yep, this
was instantly known as the “shit line”, or the “wow that really sucked” line,
or worse …. the “That was just f’ing horrible” line. It certainly made for a
workout on the rudder to stay in close.
That being said, we managed to rip through 4 rounds of Masters and F3A,
over 8 pilots, in a very short space of time. A bit tricky at times as we
started to run short of callers, and the
moment you landed, it was fuel up /
change batteries, and you were up
again on the other line. Well … we
didn’t come to sit around all day
warming up deck chairs now did we !!
Granny still fantasizing about cars
I think

The alternate option was a long day,
and not much flying.
The turnout of local club guys to
come and watch was really good. At
times you could hardly get to the
flightline, with a huge entourage of on
lookers taking it all in. Cheering for
their favorite pilots, and some of
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them heard mumbling, gee I could have had a go at that. Clubman looks
easy. Its just 3 loops, 3 rolls and a spin. Hmmm….
The new notaumatic scoring system was working over time, and guys are
all getting up to speed at using them. This was our 3rd comp using the
system, and its really starting to work well with many “learning bugs” ironed
out now. As you are landing, the judges hand your scores hot off the mini
printers to your caller, and you walk away happy (or un happy as the case
may be for some !!) Thumbs up to Rob Lockyer here. Rob has made us a
UPS. A what ? A UPS … “Uninterrupted Power Supply”. Why ? The system
runs off a tiny computer called a Raspbery PI. It needs USB power (5
volts), and it needs to be running all day. The PI receives the scores, and
publishes them via the wifi. Rob has made a beaut little device with a
regulator on it. You chuck a couple of 4S / 5S lipos at it, and you can hot
swap them out one at a time to keep them charged, without loosing power
to the system. Good man !! We actually had to revert back to old paper and
pen to get the second flight line running. Those scores had to be manually
punched in, so its no surprise we are in the process of ordering another two
of these units asap.
As the day went on, warm sunshine started to hide, the wind got up, and it
got darker …. soon it resembled a comment I heard once about an ex wife.
Lets just say “It was an angry sky” and leave it at that.
Right, lets have a look at the results….
Clubman was won by Mike Shears of the Hawkes Bay. Mike came to fly
Classic, but in the morning I said, hey Mike, I think you should fly Clubman.
I’m not sure we will get time for Classic today with this massive turnout. Ok,
I’ll give it a go he says. Mike flew the good old kiwi Team Bogworm “Matrix”
design, only this one is something that Barrie Russell conjured up, with a
few mods, and its called the “Russtrix”. Powered by a DLE35 on pipe.
Second in Clubman, young Ricky Maitland who has been flying Clubman
since October last year, and is well and truly the man in Clubman to try and
beat right now. I should say “Young Man” at last check I think he is 12.
Ricky is flying a Calmato low wing sport model. Put your hand up if you
have one of those ?
Third in Clubman was another youngster, Kaden Newman who came down
from Highbrook with his dad and a few keen helpers.
Fourth in Clubman was …. no wait … what … hang on … um …. where are
all the names of the Hamilton local guys that I’ve seen doing loops and
rolls, and could have easily had a go at flying Clubman ? (Insert silence
here, all you can hear is wind blowing, and an image of some tumble weed
rolling down the runway). It thought it was going to be too windy. My glo
driver was flat. I forgot my wing tube. The mother in law was coming round
for lunch…. you can lead a horse to water, is all I can say.
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Dom and Kim Clarke
with their new bigger
model
Next up, Basic IMAC –
Kim Clarke of Tauranga
and Rob Lockyer of the
Hawkes Bay, both flying
50cc Extra’s. Rob was
lucky to make it actually,
he’s just bought a new
Electric Car and had to
stop a dozen times on
the way through to charge it up. Says he has a special app that tells him
where the Coffee and the “Go Juice” is. However he did well, and managed
to squeeze his smelly & slimey gas powered model into Jayden and Mikes
trailer, which made for a nice quiet ride with his better half, Mrs Lockyer. I
think he had to borrow some fuel for the plane though. Kim Clarke was
proud as punch to get his first 1st place certificate, and I see some promo
points in his scores too. Time to start practicing Sportsman Kim !!
Sportsman IMAC – 7 guys flying here, its a very popular class, with good
numbers lately. The scores were close at the top, and the final result came
down to the last couple of flights. Aaron Maitland of Tuakau was sitting in a
position to possibly scoop the win, but his engine seriously “Barkered” itself
(that’s an America’s Cup reference), and mid flight the crank shaft and
everything in front of it let go. Prop, spinner, hot metal, it all went off into the
paddock way yonder, never to be seen again. From that moment on, he
was a glider !!
Young Dom Clarke from Tauranga put in a great last flight to take the win in
Sportsman IMAC. He has recently had a bit of an upgrade to a bigger size
model, an Aeroworks Yak with DLE 85 in the nose. Also getting promo
points, its “Intermediate” time for you very soon. Not far behind in 3rd was
Mike Briggs aka Baldrick, from Tauranga. He was in a hurry to leave, with
tickets to a show at Claudelands Arena that night, and he left half of his
stuff at the field. Coffee cups, starting gloves, tools, wing tubes etc. He said
they Bill Bailey show was great though.
Fourth in Sportsman was Lyndon Perry from HAMILTON club !!! Wait ….
what … HAMILTON ??? Yes …. HAMILTON !!!! wow good to see at last,
Lyndon was flying his big Green machine, the Katana, with DA120 up front.
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5th Derek Whelan from Auckland/Hawkes Bay, flying 2.6m Extra 260 with
DA 100. Derek is starting to enjoy his new big model, and was headed
north to Auckland to check the mail, then back to the Bay on Monday, and
on a mission to score himself a Classic model. 6th went to Steve
Sherbourne also from HAMILTON !!! flying his Inversa Sukhoi with DLE
60cc twin. And 7th was Gavin Madsen, also from HAMILTON !!! All these
locals. Crikey. Gavin said he was not that happy with his flying, due to a
lack of practise time, but on the flipside said he was well stoked not to have
to go to another 5 year old’s birthday party at 11am on Saturday morning !!

These guys cheered for
their favorite pilots
and enjoyed the show
Masters Pattern – 4 guys
flying in this class, and it
was pretty close. Dave
Wilkins from up near
Silverdale is back on the
scene flying an Allure, he
was 4th. 3rd went to
Hawkes Bay Jayden
Molloy flying the Russtrix.
Jayden is moving north, he just scored a job at Ardmore Airport. 2nd was
young Sean Galloway, from southern Hawkes Bay, flying electric “Nuance”.
He did well to handle the strong wind, and won a round of John Knox. John
flew his ballistic classic model, a Phoenix 8 ? into first place. This thing
handled the strong cross wind no problems at all, which is no surprise, it
has bugger all side area.
F3A Pattern – 4 guys flying in this class too. The even split between
Masters and F3A was handy, allowing them to judge each other over the
two lines. Paul Tomlinson “Grumblingson” of Waiuku was 4th with his Allure
Biplane, contra rotating props. 3rd (also from Hamilton !!! here we go again)
was James Danby “Granny” also flying contra electric, but starting to run
out of electrons in the wind and needing to land now !!! Still having
fantasies about how models fit easily into sports cars, even his Mrs says its
time for a van ? 2nd was Hamish Galloway “Worms”, up from the southern
Hawkes Bay on a short 36 hour leave pass, with his new Angelit. F3A was
won by Frazer Briggs “Bogan” who’s YS went great in round 1 and 2,
carved up the windy sky with plenty of power to spare. But then it did a
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“Ford” on the startline for round 3. Yes again !!! so he had to fly Pauls
Biplane, making it a close finish with Worms who was suddenly in with a
chance.

That’s a lot of flying …
everyone one of those
papers is a flight print
out off the
Notaumatics
Well it it got colder, and
darker …. as soon as the
last flight was done, the
judges came back in
shivering, and quick prize
giving was done just after
6pm. This was our last comp before daylight savings ended, and the last of
us left the field at 7pm, almost totally dark.
Wrap up …. great to have a comp back in Hamilton again. Thanks to the
local club for the use of the field, and a shout out to the guys that helped on
the BBQ at lunch time.
We look forward to the next Hamilton contest !! Come and have a go ….
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Dave Wilkins left home at 4:30am

Hawkes Bay guys, Rob Lockyer and Jayden. Mike Shears was there
too

Lots of models in the pits
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So what happened at the field during
the month of March ?

Trees gone, yay

Brad, Brian, Warren and Lyndon
36

Which way’s up
Gordon ?

Sel telling
Lyndon to stop
sleeping on the
job.
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Hitting the “buy now”
button again Sel ?

Thinking
about it

Model airplanes
aren’t the same as
they used to be in the
good ol’ days
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A selection of pictures from Float Plane
Day
Many thanks to all those who attended from far and wide. HMAC
certainly hopes you enjoyed your time with us….Ed.
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Parting Shot(s)
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Chris Tynan’s P-51 didn’t fare so well after this landing.
Photos by Grant
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Coming Events 2021
April 2021

• HMAC Club Night Meeting
April 14, 2021 - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A Maeroa
Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
• RC Scale Competition – Waharoa Airfield
April 17, 2021 - @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road, Waharoa
(Matamata)
• HMAC Monthly Themed Flyin – Bi Planes
April 18, 2021 - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton
• IMAC Scale Aerobatics Competition - Galatea
April 24, 2021 - April 25, 2021 @ Galatea Airfield, Galatea (Rotorua District)

May 2021
• LMANZ Large Model Rally (and LMANZ AGM)
May 1, 2021 - May 2, 2021 @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road,
Waharoa (Matamata)
• RC Aerobatics Competition
• May 1, 2021 - May 2, 2021 @ Galloway Farm, Norsewood (Southern
Hawkes Bay)
• HMAC Club Night
May 12, 2021 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
• RC Pylon Racing Series – End of season BBQ
May 15, 2021 - @ JR Airsail Airfield, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
• RC Aerobatics Competition - Pukekawa
May 16, 2021 - @ JR Airsail Airfield, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
• HMAC Float Plane Day @ Lake Puketirini, Huntly (confirmed)
May 23, 2021 9:00 am - @ Lake Puketirini (Weavers) Reserve, Rotowaro
Road, Huntly (confirmed)
• RC Classic Aerobatics Competition
May 29, 2021 - @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road, Waharoa
(Matamata)
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And finally...from the Days of Old

Next Flight Lines May 2021
May Newsletter deadline – Wednesday 5 May 2021

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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